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PROGRAM

COMBO 59
Personnel and Program to be Announced

C MINOR...THAT SORT OF THING IS OUR BAG, BABY

1. COMMENTS, V. Siegert
2. MR. PC .......................... 4:27 ............. JOHN COLTRANE (arr. Brian Mason)
4. FOOTPRINTS ................................ 7:22 ............. WAYNE SHORTER (arr. John Benedetti)
5. BLUE BOSSA ................................... 8:25 ............. KENNY DORHAM (arr. Willy Ingersoll)

Willy Ingersoll, alto saxophone
Brian Mason, tenor saxophone
John Benedetti, trumpet

Peter Nelson, trombone
Rachel Smith, piano
Luke Bergman, bass
Bob Hull, drums

VERN'S FAULT

1. COMMENTS, V. Siegert
2. SALVATION .... SALVATION .................. 8:41 ............. CHAD MCCULLOUGH
3. ALL THE THINGS YOU ARE .......................... 6:47 ............. JEROME KERN
4. RAPTURE ...................................... 9:23 ............. HAROLD LAND
5. JINRIKISHA .................................... 7:19 ............. JOE HENDERSON

Chad McCullough, trumpet
Emily Asher, trombone
Aaron Jenkins, tenor saxophone

Orlando Morales, piano
Aarick Gouwerok, bass
Tarik Abouzeid, drums
COMBO 59

6 Simone - Frank Foster/arr. Sarah Nelson (5:16)
7 Moanin' - Bobby Timmons (9:24)
8 War Pigs - Black Sabbath/arr Lee Redfield (8:22)

Lee Redfield, Matt Wenman - Saxophones
Sarah Nelson - Trumpet
Ryan Devlin - Trombone
Andrew Jacobson - piano
Stephen Hsu - Electric guitar
David Owens - Bass
Jess Alldridge - Drums